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Abstract—To solve the security issues of network features 

and data sharing features in cloud storage service, this 

paper proposes a data security access scheme in cloud 

storage Based on Attribute-Group. In terms of access rights 

control and access control architecture for the access 

control mechanism research, in this scheme, data owners do 

not participate in the specific operation of the property and 

user rights, re-encryption on the NameNode, can reduce the 

cost of the computation and management of the client, and 

also reduce the complexity of rights management and 

property management. 

Key words: cloud storage, data security access, Hadoop, 

HDFS, attribute-Group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Research of IDC shows that from 2007 to 2012, 

more than 6 times the global growth in the amount of 

information, from 161EB increased 988EB (1EB = 

1024PB). The face of petabytes of mass storage needs, 

there is bottleneck in the expansion of capacity and 

performance on the traditional SAN or NAS, and even 

some of the existing high-end storage devices obviously 

cannot meet this demand [1]. The mass storage demand 

for storage capacity, storage access performance and cost 

of the unprecedented challenges, cloud storage will 

become an ideal way for future storage because of its 

superior scalability. 

However, whether the user be assured that put t

he private data to various cloud is the key that whet

her cloud storage can be widely promoted. And the 

user's sense of trust cannot simply rely moral constra

ints or rules on the management and finally be resol

ved. If the technically can makes private data only b

e looked by its own, that can fundamentally solve th

e problem that user trust in the cloud storage. 

Key corresponds to a set of attributes, based on the 

group attributes encrypted cipher text strategy (Cipher 

text-policy Attribute-based Encryption, CP-ABE)[4] 

cipher text corresponds to an access structure and 

decrypted if and only if the set of attributes property to 

meet the access structure. CP-ABE applies the decrypting 

party fixed in a distributed environment, the decryption 

rule contains the encryption algorithm, CP-ABE this 

particular integrated multi-NameNode characteristics 

suitable for cloud storage, which can be removed from 

the cipher text access control that occur frequently in the 

cost of key distribution. Apache Hadoop[5] is an 

open-source software framework that supports 

data-intensive distributed applications, the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS)[6] is a distributed, 

scalable, and portable file system written in Java for the 

Hadoop framework, and HDFS is cloud storage the most 

widely used tool. This article is based on the CP-ABE and 

HDFS designing a secure cloud storage the cipher text 

control program. On the basis of the CP-ABE and 

symmetric encryption algorithm (such as AES), we 

propose a cloud-oriented storage efficient dynamic access 

control scheme cipher text. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

A. HDFS technology 

HDFS is a distributed, scalable, and portable file 

system written in Java for the Hadoop framework. Each 

node in a Hadoop instance typically has a single 

NameNode, a cluster of DataNodes form the HDFS 

cluster. The situation is typical because each node does 

not require a DataNode to be present. Each DataNode 

serves up blocks of data over the network using a block 

protocol specific to HDFS. The file system uses the TCP / 

IP layer for communication. Clients use Remote 

procedure call (RPC) to communicate between each other. 

HDFS stores large files (an ideal file size is a multiple of 

64 MB), across multiple machines. It achieves reliability 

by replicating the data across multiple hosts, and hence 

does not require RAID[7]b5 storage on hosts. With the 

default replication value , 3, data is stored on three nodes: 

two on the same rack, and one on a different rack. Data 

nodes can talk to each other to rebalance data, to move 

copies around, and to keep the replication of data high. 

HDFS is not fully POSIX compliant, because the 

requirements for a POSIX file system differ from the 

target goals for a Hadoop application. The tradeoff of not 

having a fully POSIX-compliant file system is increased 

performance for data throughput and support for 

non-POSIX operations such as append.  

B. CP-ABE 

Sahai and Waters first proposed based on fuzzy 

identity is encrypted[8], as the identity of the biological 

characteristics apply the information based on the concept 
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of the identity of the encryption scheme, Sahai introduced 

in the paper attributes, based on 2006, Goyal et al The 

fuzzy identity encryption scheme based on the 

attribute-based encryption scheme (ABE, attribute-based 

encryption). 2007, Bethencourt et al cipher text policy 

attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE, cipertext-policy 

ABE), the user's identity is represented as a collection of 

a property, and encrypt data access control structure 

Union, whether a user can decrypt the cipher text, 

depending on whether the cipher text associated set of 

attributes corresponding to the user identity-based access 

control structure match. 

C. CPE-ABE algorithm 

Attributes: Set 2{ , , , }l nP P P P L  collection of all 

properties, properties for each user A is a non-empty 

subset of P, 2NA , then the N attribute can be used to 

identify 2N

 
user. 

Access structure: Access structure T is a nonempty 

subset of the complete works 2{ , , , }l nP P PL and
 

2{ , , , }
2 l nP P P

T 
L

2{ , , , }\{ }l nA P P P L . T represents an 

attribute judgment condition: in T attribute set is called 

the authorization set, not in the T attribute set is called the 

set of non-authorized. 

III. SCHEME OF DATA SECURITY ACCESS 

BASED ON ATTRIBUTE-GROUP 

In this paper, the properties of the cipher text CP-ABE 

encryption algorithm based on cloud storage data security 

access control scheme. Compared to the data owner 

directly distributed key distribution, centralized 

management of key distribution method and 

NameNode-based CP-ABE, easier to manage keys, but 

also more transparent to the user, that allows users to less 

involved key generation, key distribution, and other 

matters. 

There is certain credibility, requiring CSP must be 

faithful to run the program and visits 

Asked the agreement, yet may spy the contents of the data 

file, and assumes that all parameters and between the 

communication channel is secure. 
Client

CT:The  ciphertext
Of the Key 

  :the  ciphertext
of file f 

fC

Create a file f

sends (f,     ,CT)to NNfC

NameNode:
accepts the (f,       ,CT), and 
re-encrypts the CT to CT~.

fC

DataNode1 DataNode2 DataNodeN……

distributes the blocks of file which encrypted by CP-ABE to DN

 
Fig1. the architecture of Data security access Scheme 

A.  System Initialization 

The trusted authority CA 2 of order the primes p cyclic 

group 
1G  and 

2G  bilinear mapping 
1 ( 2:G Ge G 

, 
g is 

the 
1G  generator. Define the attribute space 

1 2 }{ , , q    L , each attribute 1( )i i q    , 

randomly selected 
i lw G , ( )iatt 

 
return the property 

i  corresponding ID i, 
2{ , , , }l nU u u u L  all users in 

the system, the attribute group 
iU U 

 
property 

i  
set of users. The CA randomly selected *, Z  

 
publish the public parameters , , ( , ) ,{ } }J

i i lg g e g g w 


, 

kept secret master key ( , )MK g . 

B.  Key generation  

The key generation include two parts: the user's 

private key generation algorithm and path key generation 

algorithm. 

1) The user's private key generation algorithm: 

Enter the user set U and set of attributes lambda, the 

algorithm outputs each user 
tu U

 
set of attributes 

Λ   of the corresponding private key 
tSK . CA 

select *r Z
 

randomly (corresponding to each user r), 

for each attribute 
i A 

 
randomly selected  *r Z  

contingent. After generating the private key of 

each, ( )/( , ( , ( ) ,: ) )ir r r

t i iiDSK D g A g w lH D g         

of user tu .  

Finally, CA via a secure channel 
lSK  send tu , 

each attribute 
i  corresponding attribute group the 

iU   

send data administrator NameNode. Set of attributes of 

user 
2 3,,lu u u  and 

4u  is 1 2{ , }  , 2 , 3, 4}{   , 1 , 3{ }  , 

and 1 , 12, 3, 4    . CA property 1 , 12, 3, 4     

corresponding attribute group FF, 1 3 4{ , , }lU u u u  , 

2 2 4{ , , }lU u u u  , 3 2 43{ , , }U u u u   and 

4 42{ , }U u u   sent to the NameNode. 

2) Path key generation algorithm: 

NameNode to construct a binary tree to (called KEK 

tree), where the leaf nodes of the tree members of each 

user in U, 
jv assignment of each node in the tree a 

random number *

jKEK Z . Corresponding to the root 

of the tree with the user tu  There is a path between 

the leaf node, tu  path defined that all nodes on the path 

corresponding to the random number key 
tPK .  

The NameNode sents
 tPK

 
to the user via a secure 

channel
tu U . KEK tree as shown in Fig1, the user 

sets 
2 3 4 5 6 7{ , , , , , , }lU u u u u u u u , the path of the user 

key 
2 3 4 5 6 7{ , , , , , , }lU u u u u u u u  of 1u . 

C.  file creation 

Data owners do first create a data file f, then randomly 

select a symmetric key 
fk  using the symmetric 
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encryption algorithm E and 
fk

 
encryption f to data 

cipher text 
2 3 4 5 6 7{ , , , , , , }lU u u u u u u u . To construct 

an access tree T, each leaf of the tree Node represents an 

attribute. k  set the threshold value of each node in the 

T x, node x xq  
of a polynomial 1Xk  .  

Random selection *s Z  to the root node R, the 

(0)Rq s , For non-root node x, the 

" ( )(0) ( ( ))rent Xxq q index x  parent (x) Returns the 

parent node of the node x index (x) returns the serial 

number of the node x in its sibling. Assume that Y is a 

collection of all the leaf nodes of T, DO generate key 

cipher text of 
fk : 

( , ( , ) , :,s s
fCT T C ke g g C g y Y     

 
4 (0) 4 (0)

, " ( )) )( ,y yI

y y JC g C w t  
 

Finally,  do ( , )fC CT  sent along to the CSP. 

D. File re-encryption 

Data Services NameNode received ( , )fC CT , CT 

following the re-encryption operation: 

1) For each attribute y Y  corresponding attribute 

group 
J

U  
randomly selected *

J
K Z 

of
 

J
U  

group 

key calculation: 
)

` ( , ( , ) , ,s s
fCT T C ke g g C g     

(0) 1 (0)

( ): , (( ) ) )
yy

y

Kq

y y attC g C wy Y


     

2) at the KEK tree, looking for the 
iU  able to cover all 

users the best KID tree, and the root node of the sub tree 

corresponding to the random number is defined as the 

path of the attribute group key, denoted ( )
i

KEK U
. For 

example, in Fig1, if the attribute group 

3 4{ , , }
L lU u u u   KEK tree can override the user 1u , 

3u and 4u  minimal root of the tree { 5, 8}v v , 
L

U
 

then the path key 
5 8{ , }KEK KEK , that is, only the 

L
U

 

user permission to know ( )
L

KEK U
. 

3) with a symmetric encryption algorithm E, and the path 

of the attribute group key to encrypt the group key, 

Generate the header message is as follows: 

( ):{ ( )} )(
J lK K KBK UE KHdr y Y      (4)  

The data is stored in NameNode ( , , `)fHdr C CT . 

E.  File Access 

User access to the data file f: the decryption header 

message HDR group Key, decryption key secret text CT` 

get symmetric key 
fk , the decrypt, according to data 

cipher text 
fC  data file f. Specifically described as 

follows: 

1) Assuming the user the tu  to a CSP initiated requests 

for access to data files f, NameNode returns
 tu  to 

( , , )̀fHdr C CT
e.

 

2) The tu
 

an attribute group corresponding group key 

decryption Hdr. We may assume that the user tu
 

is a 

legitimate property
i , then tu  to use 

var( ) tKEK KEK U PK I
 

decryption Hdr get the attribute 

group 
L

U  
corresponding group key 

l
K

. 

If the attribute group 
1 3 4{ , , }

L
U u u u   key due to the 

path of the attribute group  aa12 path keys 

5 8( ) { , }KEK U KEK KEK  of 
L

U
,the user 

1 1 2 4{ , , , }sPK KEK KEK KEK KEK of 

1u ,
4 1 2 5 11{ , , , }PK KEK KEK KEK KEK of 

 4u . So the 

8 1( )
L

KEK KEK U PK I and
4u use 

5 4( )
L

KEK KEK U PK I  can be decrypted HDR attribute 

group. The 
5 4( )

L
KEK KEK U PK I  the 

corresponding group key
L

K
. tu

 
update their private 

key as follows: 
( )/ : ( ,ˆ "( )) , (( ), )jii i

Kr rI

i

r

t i iD g w lSK D g D g           

3) tu  uses new private key to decrypt the text CT `. For 

non-leaf node x Let x child node set { }jz , xj k , 

calculated each child node 
jz  corresponding  

(0}
( , , ) ( , )

Z j

j

rqI
Z jF DecryptNode CT SK z e g g 

 
, and then select the xk  sub node zjF  as Lagrange 

Interpolation the polynomial interpolation nodes 
(0}

( , ) xrq
xF e g g . For the root node R, the 

(0)
( ,̀ , ) ( , ) ( , )Rrq rsA DecryptNode CT SK R e g g e g g  

. If the a tu  property set lambda meet the access tree T, 

the symmetric key / ( ( , ) / )fk C e C D A . 

4) tu  uses 
fk   decrypts the 

fC  data express file f. 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

The new program has data confidentiality. Proof: 

data cipher text 
fC  due to the symmetric key randomly 

generate fk  by the DO, fk  for the attacker is a 

random number, the NameNode know attribute group 

key, but `decryption CT fk  face decipher CP-ABE 

cryptosystem, so the new program with the 

confidentiality of the data cipher text. Set of attributes 

because the attacker cannot meet the access tree T, so 

cannot be calculated ( , ) se g g  , and thus cannot be 

restored fk , the property if the attacker does not have 

the property i  
Group 

iU 
 

group key 
iK 

 
the 
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attacker is a random number, so the new program with 

key cipher text confidentiality.  

If the attacker from the header message HDR group 

key, equivalent to decipher AES symmetric encryption 

system, to date, the AES and CP-ABE is a safe enough 

strength encryption algorithm, the new scheme has the 

header information Confidentiality. Shown in the 

foregoing, the new program has data confidentiality. 

The new scheme has anti-collusion attack. Proof: we 

can see, the only attribute set to meet the access tree to 

calculate the ( , )rse g g  (assuming a single unauthorized 

users access only part of the property to meet the tree, but 

several unauthorized users conspiracy attack by the 

construction of the access tree T. 

When attribute set to meet the access tree T. By the 

user's private key generation algorithm shows that r 

corresponding to the different users, so each user's 

private key ( )( )r
atti i

riD g W 
 

different from each other. 

The multiple unauthorized users can only be calculated 

for each (0)
( , ) xrq

e g g at the value of the corresponding 

node x, but cannot get ( , )rse g g , so that the attacker 

cannot decrypt the fk . As the group key for external 

users is a random number, unauthorized collusion attack 

cannot attribute group the group key. Therefore, the new 

scheme has anti-collusion attack. 

Before the new program has to confidentiality and 

after to confidentiality. Proof: The privileges revoked, 

NameNode the cipher text component transformation of 

the secret s corresponding secret 

s `the corresponding cipher text assembly. When the user 

leaves the attribute group 
iU  , the user know that the 

old group key 
iK  , but do not know the group key 

update left ` iK  , s `is a random number, so the user 

knows ( , )ase g g , but the cipher text corresponding 

withdrawal of property ( `)( , )a s se g g 

 
  cannot be 

calculated, the new program has a forward secrecy. 

When a user joins the attribute group iU  , new users to 

know updated group key ` iK  , but do not know the 

group key 
iK  , randomness by s `shows new users to 

know ( `)( , )a s se g g  , but has close before the property 

cannot be calculated text corresponding ( , )ase g g , so 

the new program has to confidentiality. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Cloud storage security issues affecting the development 

of cloud storage, reasonable and effective data security 

access control method can improve the trust of the users 

for cloud storage services. To solve the security issues of 

network features and data sharing features in cloud 

storage service, this paper proposes a data security access 

scheme storage Based on Attribute-Group in cloud, so 

that the data owners do not participate in the specific 

operation of the property and user rights, while the 

re-encrypted transfer to the NameNode-side, reduce the 

amount of computation and management costs of the 

client, ensure the confidentiality of user data, and also 

Achieve its purpose that  the cipher text file sharing. 

Although the attribute-group-based scheme proposed in 

this paper has high security and reliability, but the 

efficiency of the implementation has yet to be improved 

which is our next step to research. 
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